ANNUAL REPORT
2017-2018 Fiscal Year

TESTIMONIAL – ELEVATE PROGRAM PARTICIPANT
SHORTY’S UPCYCLING STUDIO
Life has not been easy for us. But when we came into contact with Community Futures North
Central Development, they found a way to make life possible.
When Don became ill in 2015, he had no choice but to end up on Disability. After a few family
feuds, we all recognized that Don had this incredible talent to make awesome things out of
potential waste products, especially when he was in his deepest point of depression. We
recognized the potential for this ability to help him out of depression and debt! Being in a
depressive state made him feel like this was not a feasible venture. But his family persuaded him
to find a way to start the business, and he found Community Futures.
He met with Business Development Officer Leann Brown who gave us a template to write out a
business plan. Writing the business plan inspired us to see how this business concept could work
in reality. After several meetings, a new program became available called Elevate for
entrepreneurs with disabilities. This program gave us the funds to establish Shorty’s Upcycling
Studio which was amazing. Community Futures represents its name in its entirety.
“Community”, we feel a part of the community, we come in hash out ideas with each other, the
door is constantly open to us. We have never been turned down to have a listening ear with any
representative of Community Futures. They have even helped us in the darkest of times when we
were on the edge of losing our house and our business entirely. They are like family to us they
truly care, there is no other way to put it.
And “Futures”; their willingness to invest in an individual’s future, and taking a chance on
dreamers. This is the only the way our world can grow and see new changes; by taking a
chance! Every year we find new inspirations and Community Futures is always there to guide us
and cheer us on. I feel like we have made lifetime friendships, not just business partners.
Imagine of all businesses were run like this. The inspiration and possibilities could be endless.
Don Glenn & Andria Stephens, Zaria, Sloan & Rosalina
Shorty’s Upcycling Studio
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

It has been my pleasure to be involved with CFNCD from the
very start (the committee struck to look at setting up a
Community Futures in our region) to recently becoming the
second female CFNCD Chair ever, following in the footsteps of
my dear colleague Frances McIvor. This year we have seen
first-hand the result of successful projects aimed at enhancing
the regional economy as well as celebrating many clients in
their start-up and expansion projects. On behalf of the Board of
Directors for Community Futures North Central Development, I
am pleased to provide the Annual Report for the 2017 – 2018
fiscal year. I hope that all who review can enjoy the benefits
from the hard work completed by this organization.
Sincerely
Darlene Beck
Chairperson

MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGER

Management and staff are pleased to present a summary of
activities and services in this report and look forward to
providing further information with the Management, Financial
and Committee Reports at the Annual General Meeting.
Sincerely

Tim Johnston
Manager
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WHAT IS COMMUNITY FUTURES

Community Futures Development Corporations help people develop the knowledge, experience, and
attitudes that enable them to pursue their entrepreneurial goals. There are 90 CFDC'S across Western
Canada actively working to mobilize their communities to achieve stronger, more sustainable futures.
Community Futures North Central Development is one of the 16 CFDC's currently serving in Manitoba, and
one of 5 in the north. Our region is considered “North Central Manitoba” and includes 17 First Nation,
Northern Affairs and urban industrial communities. Operating as a non-profit organization, core funding is
received from the Government of Canada, Department of Western Economic Diversification on an annual
basis.

MISSION

The North Central Community Futures Development Corporation Inc. will endeavor to bring together to
support, develop and promote communities, individuals, organizations, businesses and other appropriate
stakeholders within the North Central region, to encourage self-reliance and viability of the social and
economic quality of life.
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CORPORATE

2017-2018 Board of Directors
Directors:

Shane Hutchins
Darlene Beck
Vacant
Jason Neepin*
Sandra Nabess
Jackie Clayton
Raymond Beardy*
Jim Chornoby
Vacant
Marcel Moody
Glen Flett
Vacant
Annette Cordell
Keith Burak
Mable Brightnose
Penny Byer
June Chu
Vacant
Louisa Constant

Churchill
Incorporated Community of Cross Lake
Cross Lake First Nation
Fox Lake First Nation
Fox Lake First Nation
Town of Gillam
Ilford
Ilford
Nelson House Community Council
Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation
Norway House Community Council
Norway House Cree Nation
Pikwitonei
Split Lake Cree Nation
Thicket Portage
Thompson
Wabowden
War Lake First Nation
York Landing

Alternates:

Joanne Pronteau
Reg Meade
Heather Bothello

Thicket Portage
Wabowden
Churchill

*Resigned as CFNCD Board of Director
Volunteers:

Gary Ceppetelli
Brenda Davidson
Nick DiVirgilio
Frances McIvor

City of Thompson
Society for Manitobans with Disabilities
Thompson
Wabowden
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CORPORATE
Committees

Executive:
Darlene Beck, Chairperson
Marcel Moody, Vice Chair
Penny Byer, Treasurer
June Chu, Secretary
Business Development:
Penny Byer, Chairperson
Darlene Beck
Marcel Moody
Keith Burak
Joanne Pronteau
Nick DiVirgilio
June Chu
Community Development:
Brenda Davidson, Chairperson
Darlene Beck
Jackie Clayton
Gary Ceppetelli
Frances McIvor
Community Futures Manitoba REP:
Darlene Beck
Thompson Regional Airport Authority REP:
Glen Flett
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CORPORATE
2017-2018 Staff
General Manager:

Tim Johnston

Administrative Officer:

Tamy Burton

Administrative Assistant:

Tara Parker*

Summer Student

Maddison Mandor

Development Officers:

Charlene Kissick
Laura Finlay
Dennis Green
Michelle Pruder
Tammy Cober

Corporate Office:

3 Station Road
Thompson, Manitoba R8N 1P1
Phone: (204) 677-1490
Fax: (204) 778-5672
Toll Free: 1-888-303-2232
ncd@northcentraldevelopment.ca
www.northcentraldevelopment.ca

*Tara Parker resigned in February 2018

Funding
Community Futures North Central Development receives core funding from the federal government –
Department of Western Economic Diversification. An annual contribution agreement in the amount of
$340,892 offsets operating costs and allows the organization to employ core staff and provide core
services, free of charge. This funding did not increase over last fiscal year and has not in several years,
making it necessary for CFNCD to seek additional revenue. In 2017/2018 CFNCD accessed grants in the
amount of $324,459. CFNCD also earned interest from loan funds in the amount of $78,619. Loan fund
interest remains with the loan fund for future lending activities.
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VISION STATEMENT

The North Central region of the future will have undergone unique changes to convert opportunities based
throughout the region, including human resources, cultural diversity, and natural, environmental and
historical significance into very positive and successful local production and regional use. This will have
also produced a healthy, competitive and self-sufficient economy with an improved infrastructure, a
common access to all current technology as well as a more balanced trade to the “South”.
On the human side, the North Central region will have increased awareness and understanding of the
cultural diversity, produce an enhanced co-ordination, co-operation and communication, and a common
trust among all political organizations within the region, and will have provided the regions youth with
education and entrepreneurial spirit.

STRATEGIC GOALS
Administration

To ensure the organization (board and staff) operates in an efficient manner.
Objectives:
 Accountability
 Financial responsibility
 HR Management
 Governance

Community Development
To build strong economic foundations within each of the communities in the north central region.
Objectives:
 Strengthen labour productivity
 Strengthen community capacity for long-term economic development

Business Development
To enable residents and communities in the north central region to create wealth.
Objectives:
 Increased access to risk capital for northern residents
 Improved business services to entrepreneurs and small businesses
 Delivery of the repayable loan funds of WED
 Delivery of the SE Program for the Province of Manitoba
 Delivery of the Peer Lending Program on behalf of the BDC
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VISIBILITY, PROMOTION & MARKETING

In order to reach potential clients, generate partnerships, celebrate successes and generally promote the
organization, CFNCD used a combination of media exposure, paid advertising (print & signage),
testimonials, social media, our website and events. Much success was found with using social media
(facebook), signage and events. In total, $8,412 was spent on print advertising and signage (Reflect Signs).

Media Exposure
Exposure in local media in this fiscal year included the following
 Chamber re-elects president, hears from business owners during AGM – Thompson Citizen, March 28,
2018


Starting a business put Don Glenn back in control of his life – Thompson Citizen, March 23, 2018



Shorty’s Upcycling a finalist in Just Watch Me video contact again – Thompson Citizen, February 7,
2018



MLA Report – Thompson Citizen, December 1, 2017



Driver Training Program in Thompson among recipients of provincial training funds – Thompson
Citizen, November 26, 2017



Ninth Small Business Expo provides unofficial start to the holiday season – Thompson Citizen,
November 8, 2017



Look North task force unveils report and action plan in Thompson – Thompson Citizen, October 26,
2017

Social Media

CFNCD uses Facebook as an outlet to reach potential clients. CFNCD manages two Facebook pages –
CF North Central Development and Thompson Newcomer Settlement Services. CFNCD regularly posts
information to the CFM / EDP Facebook page and follows other CFs, clients and other economic
development and community organizations.

Small Business Expo
In November 2017, CFNCD hosted the 10th annual Artists, Crafters & Small Business Expo in Thompson
at the Thompson Regional Community Centre (TRCC). This event is for artists, crafters and small
businesses who want to market their products to the public free of charge. Exhibitors are chosen by those
who complete the exhibitor registration and return to CFNCD. The event continues to increase with respect
to exhibitors and attendance by the public. In total, 52 exhibitors’ participated and over 600 citizens
attended. A follow-up survey was completed with exhibitors and feedback was positive. CFNCD staff will
continue to promote this event and look forward to planning the 11th Artists, Crafters and Small Business
Expo. CFNCD will continue to promote in the north central region in hopes of attracting more exhibitors
from our communities.
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CFNCD’s Artist, Crafter and Small Business Expo was held at the TRCC in Thompson, with 52
exhibitors and over 600 shoppers visiting the booths.
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Community Visits
Each year, staff travel to communities in the North Central Region to attend trade shows, career fairs and to
offer training in areas of community and business development. Communities in which staff traveled to in
the 2017-2018 fiscal year include: Wabowden, Gillam, Cross Lake, Norway House and Churchill.
CFNCD staff visit communities outside the region to partner on initiatives with other northern CFs, including
Flin Flon, The Pas, Snow Lake, Leaf Rapids and Lynn Lake. Travel was also taken to Winnipeg for
provincial meetings, annual events (Vision Quest, NACC, CF Conference, SS training) and Montreal for
NACCA.

Website
CFNCD maintains a website offering information about programming, services and upcoming events.
Public documents, reports, brochures and newsletters can be downloaded from the site.
A number of staff are trained on the maintenance and upkeep of the site. Website pages are kept current
and the site is used as a tool for promoting upcoming events, community visits and meetings.
 www.northcentraldeveloment.ca

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Community Development Committee

The Committee was chaired by Brenda Davidson (Society for Manitobans with Disabilities – Norman
Region), members included: Darlene Beck (Incorporated Community of Cross Lake), Frances McIvor
(Wabowden), Jackie Clayton (Town of Gillam) and Gary Ceppetelli (City of Thompson).

Community Development Projects
2017/2018 proved to be an extremely busy year in terms of Community Development project work, staff
worked on the following initiatives:
Tourism North: CFNCD had held the contract to coordinate Tourism North (regional tourism association)
efforts for several years (resulting in approximately $20,000 in revenue for CFNCD annually). Many
challenges arose in terms of funding, human resources and project resources. This fiscal year a decision
was made to suspend operating of Tourism North and support Travel Manitoba setting up a “Manitoba
North” office. This is a pilot project with the hope that other regions may follow suit. CFNCD continued to
be involved assisting Travel MB as needed and beginning early in the 2018/2019 fiscal year began
participating on the new advisory committee (Northern Manitoba Tourism Advisory Committee) along with
the other northern Community Futures, municipal government and individuals. Although this will be a loss
of revenue for the organization, it remains in the best interest of the tourism industry. Tourism North will sit
idle for this pilot period, then a decision will be made (1-2 years).
Entrepreneurs with Disabilities: CFNCD client Donald Glenn (Shorty’s Upcycling) participated in the
2017/2018 Just Watch Me video contest. He was a finalist in the Seasoned Entrepreneur category (last
year he won the start-up category) and CFNCD held a reception in his honour at his storefront in February
2018. A number of presentations were made including: the City of Thompson (Colleen Smook), Chamber
of Commerce (Raj Thethy), CFNCD (Chief Marcel Moody, Penny Byer, Tim, Dennis) and by Stacy Martin
on behalf of MLA Kelly Bindle. Shorty was presented with gifts and certificates (completion of the Elevate
program, 2nd place winner of the Seasoned Entrepreneur category).
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All businesses and organizations need to train staff and volunteers about the accessible customer service
standard before November 2018. It’s the law in Manitoba. In order to meet this deadline, CFNCD
partnered with CFM, SMD (Winnipeg) and SMD local office to host a Train-the-Trainer session (how to
deliver a workshop on the Accessible Customer Service Standard). Planning for this took place in the
2017/2018 fiscal year and the event is scheduled to take place in July 2018. Further to this, CFNCD is
currently working on polices surrounding providing accessible customer service.

CFNCD board members and alternate board members with Don “Shorty” Glenn at a reception held
in his honor upon completion of the Elevate Program and winning the Just Watch Me video contest
L-R: Colleen Smook, Chief Marcel Moody, Rosalina Glenn, Shorty, Penny Byer, Brenda Davidson,
Keith Burak.
Settlement Services: CFNCD continued to house the Thompson Newcomer Settlement Services program
in 2017/2018 with funding provided by Immigrant, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC). This fiscal
year was year one of a three-year contract resulting in revenue to CFNCD in the amount of $61,236. The
program assisted 75 eligible clients (51 new and 24 returning). New to the settlement program beginning in
fiscal year 2017/2018, IRCC funded a regional coordinator as a support person for small centres in
Manitoba. Monthly conference calls are scheduled for all Settlement Coordinators to share information,
concerns and ask questions regarding newcomers.
Vision Quest: CFNCD remained a Vision Quest planning partner in the 2017/2018 fiscal year. This
Indigenous economic development conference is held annually in May prior to the long weekend and is an
excellent opportunity for our communities to connect and look at economic development strategies.
Indigenous Accord: CFNCD continued to participate in the City of Thompson’s Indigenous Accord
group, meeting quarterly to collaborate on issues facing the region. CFNCD staff participated in the Truth &
Reconciliation Road to Wellness conference in February, hosted by the University College of the North.
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This event set the context for the Indigenous Accord. CFNCD submitted organizational highlights for the
annual report, released on June 21st, 2018 for the 2017/2018 fiscal year.
2018 CF National Conference: At the 2015 national event CFNCD board chair Frances McIvor had the
pleasure of announcing that the next national event would be held in Winnipeg in 2018. The event took
place in the 2018/2019 fiscal year (June 2018), however much of the planning and coordination happened
in the 2017/2018 fiscal year. CFNCD coordinated an excursion to Churchill on June 5th as part of the event
with assistance from Lazy Bear Expeditions. There were 100 participants on the excursion, it sold within a
week.

National Community Futures conference participants visit long-time friend of CFNCD and Churchill
business pioneer Penny Rawlings at the Arctic Trading Post in Churchill.
Churchill Northern Studies Centre: CFNCD worked with the Churchill Northern Studies Centre
throughout the 2017/2018 year on a strategic plan. Michelle Pruder was the contact on this and the work
has been completed.
Declaration of Northern Values (Sustainable Development of the Boreal in Northern MB): CFNCD
held a contract with Ducks Unlimited Canada to coordinate the Project Management Team relating to the
Declaration of Common Values for the Sustainable Development of the Boreal in Northern Manitoba. This
contract provided significant revenue to the organization (+$83,000). Over the 2017/2018 fiscal year the
PMT did take a small step back to allow for the Look North process. A new contract was signed for the
2018/2019 fiscal year. Highlights over the year included:
- a strategic planning session held in October 2017 in The Pas;
- Vision Quest 2018 sponsorship;
- PMT coordination (meets bimonthly);
- Individual meetings with Deputy Minister Blaine Pedersen (Department of Growth, Enterprise &
Trade), Deputy Minister Rob Olson (Sustainable Development) and Andrea McLandress of the
Manitoba Mining Association;
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-

Ongoing dialogue with Onekanew Christian Sinclair, Chuck Davidson and Andrea McLandress;
Intense marketing efforts (update letters, spring newsletter, new brochure and banners and work
on upcoming signatory plaques);
Significant event attendance: Vision Quest, Cedar Lake / Greenstone Joint Council Meeting,
Indigenous Northern Summit) and
Northern Values being referenced a number of times in the Look North document.

Tim Johnston, Hilda Fitzner and Shaunna Morgan-Siegers present at a reception hosted by
Northern Values at Vision Quest 2017.

L-R Shaunna Morgan Siegers (Northern Values PMT), Terry Brown, Tom Thordarson (First People’s
Economic Growth Fund) and CFNCD Chairperson Darlene Beck at the Aboriginal Chamber of
Commerce event, May 2017.
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MTEC Training: The Manitoba Best Customer Service Excellence workshop was delivered in Thompson in
anticipation of the Manitoba Games. This was a partnership between the Games, Manitoba Tourism
Education Council and CFNCD. In total there were about 45 participants at four separate sessions. UCN
was a huge supporter, offering staff time, meeting space and having staff participate.

Youth Entrepreneurship Training (ABSN): CFNCD applied for funding through the Aboriginal Business
Service Network (ABSN) to deliver a youth entrepreneurship training series. Funding was approved in the
amount of $5,000. The program took place in Nelson House in January 2017 with 12 participants who
were also students at ATEC.
Thompson Golf Club: CFNCD assisted the TGC with a planning session in October 2016, following the
session a report was provided with goals identified by the board of directors. CFNCD reaffirmed
commitment to the TGC in 2017/2018 and assisted in prepared an application to the Thompson Community
Foundation. The application was successful and $20,000 was awarded for roof repairs. The work will be
completed this summer. CFNCD continues to assist the board of directors with governance and carrying
out their strategic plan.
CISAL – Peru Mission: Manager Tim Johnston participated in a Mission to Ancash Peru from January 22
– 29, 2018 as a LED Forum Participants to share experiences in fund management and LED strategies in
the territory. He presented on Tourism and the Community Futures Program.
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Tim with Ancash entrepreneurs and their wares.
MFNPO Fundamentals of HR Training: CFNCD partnered with Vale, MFNPO, NMSC and MKO to bring
The Fundamentals of HR Training to the north for the first time (Thompson), it was delivered in early 2017.
It was filled to capacity and one local trainer was trained in order to be able to offer locally in the future.
The NorMan Network for Workforce Training and Development facebook page was started as a result of
this project and shortly after the session there were nearly 800 members.
Churchill Region Economic Development Fund (CRED): CFNCD continues to play a role on the CRED
management review committee. Another 2.7 million was allocated to the fund this fiscal year. In total
approximately 3.5 million has been contributed to northern projects and there is about 3 million still
available. The number and quality of applications has been an issue and CFNCD assist CFM’s Katie
Damon when she travels north (providing office and meeting space, coordinating meetings, etc). The
program has two years remaining. CFNCD has also partnered with the northern Community Futures, the
municipalities of Flin Flon, The Pas and Thompson and local snowmobile clubs to submit an application to
build winter tourism throughout the north.
Mining Association of Canada: Manager Tim Johnston participates on the Community of Interest Panel
on behalf of CFNCD and attended in person two MAC meetings in the 2017/2018 fiscal year. In the fall of
2017 a visit to Glencore’s Raglan Mine in Northern Quebec and in the spring a meeting in Toronto focused
on Indigenous reconciliation and mining and the Aboriginal and Community Outreach Protocol.
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Thompson Tourism Strategy: CFNCD was approached by the Thompson Chamber of Commerce to
create a scope-of-work to develop a Thompson Tourism Strategy in late 2016 which was used as the basis
for a proposal to the Province’s Tourism Development Fund. The Chamber was successful in accessing
funding and contracted CFNCD to carry out this work in the 2017/2018 fiscal year which included research,
stakeholder engagement, survey development and distribution, sub-sector planning sessions and report
production. This work was completed by CFNCD and resulted in revenue of $15,000 and a Tourism
Strategy for Thompson which aligned with the province’s tourism recent strategy work. The strategy was
transferred to the Thompson Hotel Association to carry forward.
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Thompson 2020: Thompson 2020, initially called the Risk Mitigation Task Force was struck to alleviate
some of the pressure resulting from the changes with Vale Manitoba Operations. The City of Thompson,
Vale, Province of MB, Service Canada and CFNCD participate on an advisory committee to provide
direction to staff. Over the 2017/2018 year CFNCD provided coordination of claims and expenses and are
paid a small coordination fee. Project work revolves around three main buckets, the 3rd being business
retention and redevelopment. CFNCD contracted C&G Wakeling (Gord Wakeling) to work on this.
Manitoba Games: CFNCD executive agreed to support the Manitoba Winter Games held in Thompson in
March as a silver sponsor (cash contribution) as well as allowing staff to volunteer. Tamy was involved on
the Executive Committee, Charlene was involved in Hospitality, Laura and Tim in Friends of the Games
and Dennis and Tammy as volunteers during the event.
The Games were a huge success, with much positive feedback from visitors. This was a great opportunity
to change people’s perception of Thompson. The community pride, sponsorship and volunteer activity was
astounding.

Standing room only at the 2018 MB Winter Games Opening Ceremonies.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

TESTIMONIAL – ALL TERRAIN BEAR HUNTS
"In 1999 I was a youngster with nothing but a dream and a love for the outdoors and I brought
my business idea to Community Futures North Central Development. I met with a Business
Development Officer named Don Gates and I was guided through the business planning process
and applied for a small business loan (a whopping $7500!!). With this start-up financing I was
able to buy a 12 ft boat, a computer and a chainsaw. There is no dollar-figure that could reflect
the one-on-one service I received and continue to receive from the crew at North Central
Development.
Today, nearly 20 years later, my business consists of 11 boats/motor combos, 4 camps/lodges, 3
ATVs, 2 snowmobiles, 2 trucks, an airplane and employs 15 seasonal staff. And I have a few
more chainsaws! I never would have thought I would be where I am today those first few
meetings in Don's office.
I have returned to CFNCD many, many times over the years for support on expansion projects. I
would highly recommend if you are interested in self-employment to visit your local CF office.
No bank has ever compared to the personal, professional help I’ve received from North Central
Development. This is a valuable community economic development program that I hope will be
available to entrepreneurs long into the future. Advice and support are free and interest rates
are comparable to banks with MUCH more flexibility.
To the Community Futures crew for all the help over the years - Tim, Tamy, Don, Craig, Peter,
Leann, Dennis, Charlene and the whole gang past and present You are a big part of my success,
THANK YOU."
- CORY GRANT

Business Development Committee
The Corporation acts as an alternative lender and manages investment funds that provide business loans
to help finance business purchases, start-up and expansions. The Business Development Committee
(BDC) reviews each application and awards or declines loans. The Business Development Committee
generally meets on the second Tuesday of each month to review new loan applications and administer
existing loans of the Corporation. The committee met 7 times in the 2017-2018 fiscal year.
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Loan Portfolio
The Corporation manages a $1,00,000 WD business loan portfolio and an additional $40,000 Business
Development Bank of Canada Peer Credit Loan Program. The Corporation has also received loans from
the Community Futures Investment Fund.
CFNCD’s investment funds are revolving with repayments on loans being reinvested in the funds for future
lending activity. In 2017-2018, 13 loans were extended in the amount of $363,210.
CFNCD’s Investment Fund has assisted 13 of our 17 Communities since inception.

Loan Portfolio Performance
Since inception in 1997, CFNCD has approved 310 loans valued at $8,418,422.96.
Business Development staff has, since inception worked diligently on loan fund management. This is
critical due to the small size of the fund. As at March 31, 2018, the Corporation recorded a bad debt for the
fiscal year of $29,900. In 2016-17 the bad debt recorded was $2,100.
Note that the net income (loss) for the Investment Funds, (as per Kendall & Pandya Chartered
Accountants) since inception, are as follows:
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1998: $13,094.00
1999: $27,237.00
2000: $ (39,202.00)
2001: $ (89,495.00)
2002: $ (2,080.00)
2003: $60,395.00
2004: $110,653.00
2016: $(93,074.00)

2005: $ (19,781.00)
2006: $ (34,540.00)
2007: $74,972.00
2008: $61,863.00
2009: $54,099.00
2010: $68,982.00
2011: $68,516.00
2012: $66,939.00

2013: $48,804.00
2014: $62,195.00
2015: $62,496.00
2016: $(83,689)
2017: $63,929
2018: $43,444

TESTIMONIAL – THOMPSON CHILDREN’S WORLD DAYCARE
I just wanted to take the opportunity to thank you all so very much for everything that
Community Futures North Central Development has done for Thompson Children’s World in the
last couple of years.
Tim and Dennis by far, were the best thing that happened to us during the renovation of our new
space. I don’t even have enough words to express how truly grateful we are for all of their hard
work and patience. They went above and beyond trying to help us figure out our options and
financing that would allow us move forward with our centers opening. Literally in our darkest
hours they brought the light to the end of the tunnel.
Without the hard work and many hours of dedication from Tim and Dennis it honestly may not
have been possible for us to continue. Through all of the struggles and a few tears shed by myself
and Danielle they truly proved that there was hope at last.
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We are now operating at full capacity, offering 60 spaces to the children and families in the
community, and with full funding from the province. With the loan we were able to continue
offering childcare that is desperately needed in Thompson. That alone is a huge victory for the
center and Community Futures!
Dana Cyrenne
Executive Director

Self Employment Program
The Self Employment (SE) Program is designed to assist unemployed Manitobans create jobs for
themselves by starting their own business. The contract with Training and Employment Services runs from
October 1, 2017 – September 30, 2018 with a new contract signed effective October 1, 2018 – September
30, 2019. From April 2017 thru March 2018, there have been 2 new clients who have successfully
completed the program and are currently in business launch. One business is still in the Business Planning
State. Businesses include: Marketing Sales and Service and residential cleaning. Clients were all
residents of Thompson. The SE program is promoted when any CFNCD staff make Community visits.

Peer Credit Program & Business Development Bank of Canada
The Peer Credit Program increases financial skills and knowledge to the members in their communities. To
date, 74 loans have been approved. In 2017-2018 1 loan application was received and approved.

Elevate Program
The Elevate Program is a Business Building Program for youth or adults with a disability or health condition
interested in starting a business. Similar to the SE program, there are some financial benefits for those
accepted into the program and we saw much success and opportunities given to successful program
participants from across the country. CFNCD had one client participate from our region and he
successfully completed the program in February 2018. The program was unfortunately not renewed by the
funders and will not be offered in the 2018/2019 fiscal year.
TESTIMONIAL – SEA PROGRAM PARTICIPANT
STACKHOUSE MARKETING AND SALES
I wanted to send a note to thank you and all the staff at the Community Futures North Central
Development Program for all your assistance in starting up my new business
“Stackhouse Marketing and Sales”. I couldn’t have done it without your guidance and support.
Helping to put together the business plan, registering the business, strategies for start-up and the
list goes on.
When I was discouraged I was always encouraged to look at the glass half full than half empty.
The support helped me to keep up momentum and keep looking for new opportunities. I am
currently at the stage of negotiating a contract with Canada Health Net. A company that is in an
industry of my background and fits my values of improving the Health Care in Canada. They
provide training and consulting focused exclusively on helping the healthcare businesses to
enhance patient care, improve quality and operations.
Fingers crossed for a great start to the contract. Again thank you!
Best Regards
Jane Stackhouse
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